
18:20
MEX

12:40
BCN

Non-stop flight
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Aircraft: Dreamliner 787-8 
Length: 11 hours, 20 minutes*

14:40
BCN

19:35
MEX

Non-stop flight
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday

Aircraft: Dreamliner 787-8 
Length: 11 hours, 55 minutes*

NEW ROUTE
Mexico City - Barcelona

Dear Business Partner,
It is a pleasure to let you know that Aeromexico announces the opening of its new route
between Mexico City and Barcelona as of June 15th, 2019. Below you will find some
interesting facts about this route.

Mexico City

Leisure
Mexico City is considered as a “must visit” city in 2019 according to the National 
Geographic magazine. Your clients will find a diverse gastronomic offer, important 
museums, neighborhoods full of history, majestic architecture that speaks for our present, 
always looking to the future but never forgetting out past.

Business
Most of the main corporate headquarters are in the capital of Mexico. Areas like Santa Fe, 
Paseo de la Reforma and Polanco are a good example of the economic growth that the city 
has gone through due to the trust of foreign investors and local talent.

Go Further
Via Mexico City your clients will be able to connect to our 60 national destinations plus
North and Latin America.

Barcelona

Leisure
Barcelona is the most cosmopolitan city in Spain and the one that holds most of the economic and 
touristic activity. In this city your clients will wander around streets full of history, that find in their 
cultural variety their greatest wealth. Thanks to its location at the north-east of the Iberian 
Peninsula, your clients will enjoy the Mediterranean Sea in summer and the ski slopes, located in 
the Catalan Pyrenees in winter. The city owns very interesting museums, delightful restaurants 
and a great architectonical variety as well as being home of the F.C. Barcelona, a unique 
experience for soccer lovers.

Business
Barcelona is considered the economic engine of Spain and one of the most important cities in
Europe to make businesses. Some of the most important design, fashion and industrial design
agencies are located here, as well as industries like textile, art, marketing, digital trends and of
course tourism.

Go Further
Your clients will be able to connect to the main European cities thanks to our alliances with other
SkyTeam members.

*Schedules are announced in 
each country’s local time and 
might change without prior 
notice.

With this flight Aeromexico announces their fifth
route in the European Market, being the only
Mexican airline operating in Europe and with a non-
stop flight to Barcelona.
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